JAZZ INNOVATIONS SERIES

NOVEMBER 30, 2005 7:30 PM BRECHEMİN AUDITORIUM

CD 15,044

Program comments, Marc Seales

LATIN COMBO  JOSÉ SANTIAGO, ADVISOR

1 Cochise 3:17
2 Patato 7:12
3 Oye Mi Guaguancó 3:38
4 Blues for Chano 7:01

ADAM KLECZEWSKI, SAXOPHONE
JOHN ARMSTRONG, SAXOPHONE
SCOTT MORNING, TRUMPET
NICK MOLENDA, DRUMS

BIRCH PEREIRA, BASS
COLIN BRIANT, BASS
CAMERON PEACE, GUITAR
ANDRÉ MUELLER, PIANO
MARIA JOYNER, TIMBALES

GUEST MUSICIANS:
RICARDO GUITY, PERCUSSION
MARTY TUTTLE, PERCUSSION
DOUG BEAVERS, TROMBONE

DICK CHENEY SEPTET  MARC SEALES, ADVISOR

6 Passion Dance — McCoy Tyner 16:43
7 SOMETHING 5:57
8 SERIOUSLY 14:37
9 NEW 6:20

MATT MONTGOMERY, TRUMPET
ANDREW SWANSON, TENOR SAXOPHONE
JENNY KELLOGG, TROMBONE
CHRIS ICASIAS, DRUMS

SETH ALEXANDER, ALTO SAXOPHONE
BRIAN KINSELLA, PIANO
ARICK GOUWEROK, BASS